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The meeting was also attended by Project Guide Aneta Vulgaraki

1. Decisions on deliverables for Beta Prototype.
The list of Deliverables was noted with the consent of all team members.
CONCLUSION:
Implement Payment, User management, Admin Part in the Web App, work on discovery of Passengers, Defining
Lines/Buses and Changing Lines.

2. Discussion on Event Generation for various Cases
a. The point as in when an event would trigger to check for new passengers was discussed
b. What if the validity of Ticket expires during the Travel
CONCLUSION:
a. Further brainstorming would be required and for now assumed that the existing system will provide input for the
same.
b. If a traveller if found with an expired ticket he would be issued a fresh ticket.

3. A elaborate description on the work flow of the model
The work flow of the model was explained with minute details by Vice.
4. Assignment of tasks for the week was done.
a. Mislav works on the Mobile app and works on the Map Plotting using A* Algorithm.
b. Kaushik implements REST and communication between the three modules.
c. Faiz Ul will work on the GUI for admin part(Web-App).
d. Shamsul will work on Data Access Layer.
e. Vice will work on the Domain and Controller.
f. Lidia will work on the web part as well as assist in further integration.
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Additional points discussed during the meeting:
1. Rearrangement of SVN.
2. Suggestions for the Beta presentation by Aneta(Use of WINK for demo).
3. Invitation of customer to Google groups.
4. Possible integration or inputs from other Project teams working on Schematizing maps and Public
Transport System.
5. The Link for the Template for implementing REST services.
http://visualstudiogallery.msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/fbc7e5c1-a0d2-41bd-9d7b-e54c845394cd
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